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Figure 5
A sketch of the imaging atmospheric Cherenkov technique showing the formation of an electromagnetic
cascade for a 300 GeV photon primary, the production of Cherenkov light, and the formation of an image in
the camera of a Cherenkov telescope. Cherenkov light production for a proton initiated cascade is shown for
comparison. Shower images produced by Konrad Bernlöhr.

3. INSTRUMENTS FOR TeV ASTRONOMY
AND THEIR CHARACTERISTICS
Given the very low fluxes of ! rays in the VHE regime—O(10!11) photons per cm2-second (a few
photons per m2-year) above 1 TeV for strong sources—direct detection by space-based instruments
is excluded. Ground-based instruments detect secondary products resulting from the development
of ! -ray-initiated air-showers: either particles reaching the ground or Cherenkov light emitted
by shower particles in the atmosphere. In contrast to the well-collimated electromagnetic air-
showers induced by ! rays (or electrons), air-showers initiated by CR nucleons typically feature
a number of electromagnetic subshowers induced by "0 decays and contain muons from charged
pion decays (see Figure 5). Rejection of the background of showers initiated by charged CRs is
a key performance criterion for ! -ray detection systems, and is usually achieved on the basis of
shower shape or muon content. A more detailed discussion of air-shower characteristics and the
detection systems used can be found, for example, in Aharonian et al. (2008h).

3.1. Instrument Characteristics
For ground-based instruments detecting ! rays via their shower development in the atmo-
sphere, effective detection areas, A(E ) [defined such that the differential detection rate R! (E ) =
#! (E )A(E )], have a subthreshold region where they exhibit a steep rise with energy and a high-
energy region where A(E ) varies only weakly with energy. In the subthreshold region, the de-
tector triggers only because of favorable fluctuations in the development of an air-shower. In the
high-energy region, every air-shower within a certain fiducial region is recorded. The “energy
threshold” of a detection system is usually quoted as the energy at which the peak detection
rate R(E ) occurs for typical power-law ! -ray spectra. The threshold thus determined obviously
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Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescopecherenkov 
telescope 
array

Thailand Atmospheric Cherenkov showers: 
— Very large light pool ~ 250 m diameter   

— Rapid time structure ~ 5 nanosecond 

— Very calorimetric

— Fine angular structure (<1’)


Imaging technique: 
— Excellent shower reconstruction   

— Large background rejection


Well-demonstrated by current instruments:  
H.E.S.S., MAGIC, VERITAS


But we have not reached limit of the technique! 

Further improved by: 
— More views of shower, i.e., more telescopes  

— Higher resolution images  

— Wider field-of-view
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1 Introduction 

The ASTRONET Infrastructure Roadmap (2008, update 2014) represents a community-based, 
comprehensive plan that aims to maintain and strengthen Europe's role in astronomy 
internationally over the next 10-20 years. It identifies the flagship projects that are currently in the 
preparatory and design phase, and that are needed to address the key scientific questions in 
astronomy for the next decade. The present role of ASTRONET is to coordinate European efforts in 
order to allow Europe to take up a performance determining role in the design phase, and 
leadership in the construction and operation phases of these large international astronomical 
infrastructure projects. 
 
In order to realise the high priority large infrastructure projects on the Infrastructure Roadmap, 
one of the ASTRONET goals is to identify if specific coordination is needed, and if this is the case, to 
provide specific recommendations for the project implementation. This objective is addressed in the 
mid-term and final reports on recommendations regarding coordination of large infrastructure 
projects. The mid-term report provides (1) a status update of the large infrastructure projects on 
the ASTRONET Infrastructure Roadmap and recommendations for the role of ASTRONET in terms of 
European coordination with respect to each of these projects, and (2) a report on the first forum 
meeting, organised in the framework of this task, addressing the pan-European positioning of 
European Radio Astronomy for SKA. The current report addresses additional coordination actions 
undertaken by ASTRONET, and focuses on challenges of common interest to all facilities (Chapter 
3), and the continuation of the discussion on the organisation of Radio Astronomy in Europe for the 
SKA (Chapter 4). 
 
 

2 Ground and space-based projects on the Infrastructure 
Roadmap 

 
In the ASTRONET Infrastructure Roadmap, a number of ground- and space-based projects 
emerged as clear future priorities. The European Extremely Large Telescope (E-ELT) and the 
Square Kilometre Array (SKA) are considered the two flagships for ground-based astronomy. These 
two projects emerged as clear and equal top priorities, with the E-ELT being more mature in its 
governance and technological readiness, and planned to be realised before the SKA. Three high 
priority projects have been identified in the medium scale category: the Cherenkov Telescope Array 
(CTA), the European Solar Telescope (EST), and the Cubic Kilometre Neutrino Telescope (KM3NeT). 
The ASTRONET Roadmap also lists several large space missions as high-priority projects. The 
Advanced Telescope for High ENergy Astrophysics (ATHENA+, formerly known as XEUS/IXO) and 
the New Gravitational wave Observatory (eLISA, formerly called NGO and LISA) were both ranked 
as the top priorities. Next in priority were two missions to the giant plantes: JUpiter ICy Moon 
Explorer (JUICE, formerly known as LAPLACE) and the Titan Saturn System Mission (TSSM, 
formerly known as TandEM). Finally the ExoMars mission was ranked just below JUICE/TSSM.  
 
Since the publication of the ASTRONET infrastructure Roadmap in 2008, the large infrastructure 
projects have been progressing significantly:  
- The E-ELT project has been approved by the ESO council and has entered the construction 

phase. With the ratification of the Brazilian membership of ESO in the Brazilian senate and 
parliament, funding for the construction will be fully secured. 

- The location for the SKA sites (SKA will be built at two sites, in South Africa and Australia) and 
the SKA Headquarters (Manchester) have been selected. An organisation structure for the pre-
construction phase has been established. The project is now in its pre-construction phase. 

 
 

Final report on recommendations 
regarding coordination of large 
infrastructure projects
EU Astronet

New Worlds, New Horizons in 
Astronomy and Astrophysics, 2010  
US Decadal Survey
(ranked 4th after LSST, MSIPs, and GSMT)

Why CTA?
Why CTA for Thailand in 2030s?

New Worlds, New Horizons in Astronomy and Astrophysics

Copyright National Academy of Sciences. All rights reserved.
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Recommendationb Science
Technical 
Riskc

Appraisal of 
Costs Through 
Constructiona

(U.S. Federal 
Share,  
2012-2021)

Appraisal 
of Annual 
Operations 
Costsd

(U.S. Federal 
Share) 

Cross-
Reference 
in Chapter 7

4. ACTA 
—Science early 
2020s 
—NSF/DOE; U.S. 
join European 
Čerenkov Telescope 
Array

Indirect detection 
of dark matter; 
particle acceleration 
and active galactic 
nucleus science

Medium 
low

$400M
($100M)

Unknown Page 232

a The survey’s construction-cost appraisals for the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST), Giant Segmented 
Mirror Telescope (GSMT), and Atmospheric Čerenkov Telescope Array (ACTA) are based on the survey’s cost, risk, 
and technical readiness evaluation (i.e., the cost appraisal and technical evaluation, or CATE, analysis) and project 
input, in FY2010 dollars; cost appraisals for the Mid-Scale Innovations Program augmentation are committee-
generated and based on available community input. For GSMT the cost appraisals are $1.1 billion for the Giant 
Magellan Telescope (GMT) and $1.4 billion for the Thirty Meter Telescope (TMT). Construction costs for GSMT 
could continue into the next decade, at levels of up to $95 million for the federal share. The share for the U.S. 
government is shown in parentheses when it is different from the total.

b The survey’s appraisals of the schedule to first science are based on CATE analysis and project input. 
c The risk scale used was low, medium low, medium, medium high, and high.
d The contractor had no independent basis for evaluating the operations cost estimates provided for any ground-

based project. The survey’s appraisals for operations costs, in FY2010 dollars, were constructed by the survey 
committee on the basis of project input and the experience and expertise of its members. For GSMT the range 
in operations costs is based on estimates from GMT ($36 million) and TMT ($55 million). The share for the U.S. 
government is shown in parentheses when it is different from the total.

TABLE ES.3 Continued

TABLE ES.4 Space: Recommended Activities—Medium-Scale (Priority Order)

Recommendation Science Appraisal of Costsa

Cross-
Reference 
in Chapter 7

1. New Worlds 
Technology 
Development Program

Preparation for a planet-imaging mission 
beyond 2020, including precursor 
science activities

$100M to $200M Page 215

2. Inflation Probe 
Technology 
Development Program

Cosmic microwave background (CMB)/
inflation technology development and 
preparation for a possible mission 
beyond 2020

$60M to $200M Page 217

a The survey’s cost appraisals are in FY2010 dollars and are committee-generated and based on available com-
munity input.



an observatory for  
ground-based 
gamma-ray astronomy

Thailand

cherenkov 
telescope 
array

32 countries, >1400 scientists, >210 institutes, >500 FTEs



Cosmic Particle Acceleration
– How and where are particles accelerated?
– How do they propagate?
– What is their impact on the environment?

CTA Main Science Theme



Probing Extreme Environments
– Processes close to neutron stars and black holes
– Processes in relativistic jets, winds and explosions
– Exploring cosmic voids

CTA Main Science Theme



Physics frontiers: beyond the Standard Model
– What is the nature of Dark Matter?  
– How is it distributed?
– Is the speed of light a constant for HE photons?
– Do axion-like particles exist? CDM implications?

CTA Main Science Theme



CTA Sites
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CTA Flux Sensitivity 



Current Galactic
Galactic 

Current Galactic
VHE sources 
(with 
distance 
estimates) HESS/

Discovery 
Reach VERITASReach

CTA
Survey speed: 
300 f h i

5°

x300 faster than current instruments

8°

A new frontier 
for galactic 
research

VERITAS
HESS
MAGIC

Cherenkov  
Telescope  

Array



Angular Resolution

CTA
8° CTA FoV

Fermi 
(10 GeV)

HESS
(3 TeV)

CTA
(3 TeV)

HESS centroid
error

CTA
centroidcentroid
error

0.1°
T i l

2 Ğ
CTA > 1 TeV

13

Typical 
HESS/MAGIC/VERITAS
Resolution

CTA > 1 TeV
Example: Cen A

13

CTA Resolution

Centaurus A



Key Science Projects (KSPs)

Transients

Galaxy
Clusters

ExGal
S

Dark Matter

Star Forming 

ClustersSurveyProgramme

Sta o g
Systems

LMC

AGN

Galactic
Pl S

LMC 
Survey

G l ti

PeVatrons
Plane Survey

CTA Science talks:Galactic 
Centre

CTA Science talks:
R. Zanin 15/07 GA044
T. Hassan 18/07 GA145
A. Morselli 19/07 DM015

Key  
Science 
Projects



Low energies 
20-30 GeV 


23 m diameter

4 LSTs

Medium energies 
100 GeV – 10 TeV 


9.7 to 12 m diameter 

25 MSTs 

High energies  
Up to > 300 TeV 


4m diameter 

70 SSTs



Thin film expertise for Thai industry
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(S. Rujirawat /SUT 
S. Duangnil/SLRI

Robotic arm for CTA mirror handling at NARIT
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CTA (Cherenkov Telescope Array) Project

$PBUJOHǰ1MBOU$MFBOJOHǰ1MBOU

CTA (Cherenkov Telescope Array) Project

$PBUJOHǰ1MBOU$MFBOJOHǰ1MBOUCleaning Coating
Exact cleaning and recoating protocol depends on local regulations. Peoplepower is the dominating cost factor. More 

automation is key. The current design of the coating facility can process 8 MST mirrors per day using < 1 FTE. 

cherenkov 
telescope 
array

Thailand

NARIT/SUT/SLRI proposed facility S. Rujirawat /SUT 
S. Duangnil/SLRI



CTA Phases and TimelineCTA Phases & Timeline

1 D i

SPRR PDR CDR International
Convention / ERIC 

1 Design

2 Pre-Construction
Construction Phase

4 Production
Advance 

Deployment

NOW 3 Pre-Production

PPRRs 
& MoU

5 Operations

• 2016-7: Hosting agreements, site preparations start
• 2018: Start of construction

F di l l t 65% f i d f b li i l t ti• Funding level at ~65% of required for baseline implementation 
Æ start with threshold implementation
Æ additional funding & telescopes needed to complete baseline CTA

• Construction period of ~6 years
• Initial science with partial arrays possible before construction end

2019

2016-9: Hosting agreements, site preparations
— Funding level at ~65% of required for baseline implementation start.
— Construction period of ~6 years
— Initial science with partial arrays possible before construction ends.

2026

cherenkov 
telescope 
array

Thailand


